Learning Tracks

Thursday

**Early Career Dentists**
- 122–The Way We Breathe Influences Facial Growth and Development (*Bockow*)
- 132–Solving the Puzzle: Legal Issues in Practice Transitions for Sellers and Buyers (*Dumm*)
- 133–Interdisciplinary Treatment Planning for Amelogenesis Imperfecta (*Bedrossian*)

**Hygiene**
- 104–Fluoride Is Not Just for Kids: How Technology Is Changing the Delivery of Care for Caries (*Bendit*)
- 120–Demystifying Complex Medical Histories (*Sung*)

**Dental Team**
- 102–Communication Solutions: Attitudes, Breakdowns and Conflict Resolutions (*Mausolf*)
- 112–How to Take a Dental Photograph with Any Camera (*Yang*)
- 131–Medical Emergencies in the Dental Office (*Naftalin*)

Friday

**Early Career Dentists**
- 029–Responsibilities and Requirements for Prescribing Controlled Substances (Schedule II Opioid Drugs) (*Viola*)
- 242–Stress Busting with Humor: Work-Life Balance (*Vrla*)

**Hygiene**
- 218–Hygiene Superstar 1 (*Czubiak*)
- 219–Hygiene Superstar 2 (*Czubiak*)
- 241–Don’t Get Caught with Your Pants Down (*Bendit*)

**Sleep Medicine**
- 220–Hygiene Role in Sleep (*Czubiak*)
- 223–Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Children: The Dentist Role (*Yepes*)
- 230–Obstructive Sleep Apnea: Looking Beyond the Teeth and Saving Lives (*Spencer*)

**Mental Health and Wellness**
- 205–Emotional Well-Being (*Low Dog*)
- 234–Our Chamfered Psyche (*Austin*)

**Dental Team**
- 04–Top Clinical Tips for Dental Team Members (Short Version) (*Trost*)
- 202–Creating the Exceptional Patient Experience (*Trost*)
- 244–Communication Excellence: It’s All in How We Say It (*Vrla*)

Saturday

**Early Career Dentists**
- 309–The Anatomy of a DSO (*Little*)
- 313–Practice Transitions (*Blasingame*)
- 331–Associate as Independent Contractor: Is it legal? Will the auditors agree? (*Barrabee*)

**Hygiene**
- 304–Local Anesthesia: 30+ Years of Hits, Misses and Near Misses — Technique and Pharmacology (*Hawkins*)
- 315–Hygiene Superstar 1 (*Czubiak*)
- 316–Hygiene Superstar 2 (*Czubiak*)

**Mental Health and Wellness**
- 327–Our Chamfered Psyche (*Austin*)
- 328–Stress Busting with Humor: Work-Life Balance (*Vrla*)
- 330–Staff and Personal Resilience (*Vrla*)

**Dental Team**
- 301–Top Clinical Tips for Dental Team Members (Full Version) (*Trost*)
- 314–Culture Change Your Way to Freedom (*Czubiak*)
- 329–How to Handle Change Before Change Handles You — Calm Amidst the Chaos (*Vrla*)
- 336–Emergency Response Team Building (*Naftalin*)